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1. “User interaction” is an umbrella term for the words and sentences spoken by 

the user to the Alexa-enabled device. These spoken words are translated into 
written words via Alexa’s automatic speech recognition (ASR) algorithms. 
Written words are further processed into binary strings (1’s and 0’s) through 
an arbitrary projection P. Specifically, P will be the conventional ACSII-to-
binary 7-bit conversion. Multiple time steps will be considered as input. 
 

2. Sentences about popular articles or news items will be converted to binary 
strings using P as well. These sentences will be pulled from the Internet 
according to previous user interests. This is an optional peripheral neural net 
that will be trained to pull articles that will be interesting to the user. This 
neural net will be trained to predict good future articles or topics to discuss 
using the user’s interaction with the topic as a reinforcement tool. Much like 
Pandora’s Music Genome Project1, the neural net will remember which topics 
the user interacts with the most and will predict similar topics in the future. 

																																																								
1	About	the	Music	Genome	Project.	www.pandora.com.	2016.	



 
3. Evie’s main function is to engage with the user in a lively conversation for 20 

minutes. Therefore, Evie’s main output will be binary strings, which will then 
be converted to ASCII through the inverse of P. 

 
4. The Left Brain uses the binary representations of the user’s sentence, 

Internet articles, and Evie’s last few responses as input. There will be a 
determined set of input nodes when computing the structure of the Left Brain. 

 
5. The Left Brain will be a highly integrated network that is selected to have the 

highest possible number of concepts, exactly as described by Oizumi et al 
20142. We will build the largest possible network that is computationally 
tractable within this framework. The network’s input nodes will be determined 
during this process. 

 
6. Left Brain State Function (LBSF) determines how the state of the Left Brain’s 

concepts (the configuration of 1’s and 0’s) will rewire some edges in the Right 
Brain. LBSF will be determined last, after every other component has been 
built. Using real data from the Alexa Skills Kit APIs, Evie as a whole will be 
tested to optimize conversation performance. By using a genetic algorithm, 
the best LBSF will be trained to prepare Evie for the most engaging 
conversations. 

 
7. The Right Brain uses sentences converted into binary (via P) from both the 

user and Evie’s output. Only the last time step (the last sentence from the 
user and the last sentence produced by Evie) will be considered as 
input. 

 
8. The network consisting of the Right Brain will be a trained neural net as 

described in Vinyals et al 20153 using data from the Alexa Skills Kit APIs. 
Most edges will be fixed to preserve coherent sentence structure, but we will 
modify this method to have a few edges that can be rewired (plastic edges) 
as an outcome of the LBSF. Plastic and non-plastic edges will be determined 
in network training. Plastic edges will constrain the network in a way that 
mimics memory, which can allow Evie to stay on topic and refer to previous 
sentences.  

 
9. Evie’s output from the Right Brain will be translated from binary into an 

English sentence via the inverse of P. This sentence will be “spoken” via 
Alexa’s text to speech (TTS) algorithms. 
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